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 A)   Underline the correct word or phrase. 

Example: Martin goes / go / is go to the movies every week. 

1 All of my friends has / have / are have good jobs. 

2 We don’t know / doesn’t know / not know Kerry very well. 

3 What time finishes Dave / Dave finishes / does Dave finish work? 

4 Listen! Someone playing / is playing / he’s playing the violin. 
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5 Tom and Kate not working / aren’t working / no are working today. 

6 Why you’re using / you using / are you using my computer? 
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Complete the sentences. Put the verb in parentheses in the past simple or the past continuous.  

Example: We drove (drive) to Albany last week. 

1 It _wasn’t snowing_ (not snow) when I went to bed. 

2 When ___was____________ she ____passing___________ (pass) her driving test? 

3 Donna __didn’t come___ (not come) to the theater with us last night. 

4 What ___were__ you ____doing_____ (do) at six o’clock last night? 

5 I ___wasn’t studying_____ (not study) when you called. 

6 Last year they __bought______ (buy) a new house. 

7 We ___saw______ (see) Rachel at the restaurant yesterday. 

8 ____Was___________ Dan ___wearing_____________ (wear) his suit when you saw him? 
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Complete the sentences with who, that, or where. 

Example: That’s the woman who works in the pharmacy. 

1 “Café” is a word __that________ comes from the Spanish word “cafetería.” 

2 This is the restaurant __where________ we had dinner. 

3 Kangaroos are animals __that________ live in Australia. 

4 A flight attendant is a person __who________ looks after passengers on a plane. 

5 A snack bar is a place __where_________ you can get a drink or a meal. 

6 He’s the man ___who________ lives next door to my grandparents. 
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                                                                                                         Read the following passage. 

Marry Brown is a good cook in Australia. She works at a restaurant on Mondays, 

Tuesdays and Wednesdays. She is eating rice and fish but she likes chicken and kebab. 

She visits her friends on Friday mornings. She stays at home and watches T.V on 

Thursday afternoons. She goes to math class on Friday evenings. 

 

1) Mary Brown lives in …Australia…………..  . 

2) Her favorite food is …Rice and Fish…………..  . 

3) On Friday mornings, she …stays at home and watches TV.……………..  . 

4) What’s her job? She’s a …cook……………..   .    
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Complete the conversation. 

A: What’s your       nationality……. ?      B: I’m Iranian. 

A: Are you good at …reciting…………… the holy Quran ?   B: Yes 

A: What  do you do…….. Thursday afternoon?    B:I go to the gym. 

A: When do you go to school?   B: …on…. Weekday. 
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: Make questions. 

.at nigh study my lessons.  ?    B: I ……….……do you do at nightWhat A:  

A: …What are you good at……………..  ?    B: I’m good at drawing. 
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: Fill in the blank. 

1) I feel …thirsty……….. . Please give me some water. 

2) A: Are you French?      B: Yes, I’m …from……….. France 

3) What do you do on weekends? B: I …visit… my relatives. 

4) A: What …sport……….. do you play on Sundays?  B: Basketball. 
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